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Question-Answering 








• Connecting the learners (proactive sharing)
• Creating sustainable support facilities (effective support)
Stakeholder workshops
• A set of critical support activities
One of the main examples raised, question-answering
High frequency
Disruptive
Important for the learner
What is a Question ?
Essence of the approach
¿ this way ¿
? this way ?
Main steps 
1. A student poses a question.
2. The system determines:
• text fragments to help answering the question;
• the topic(s) of the question;
• the most suitable peer-learners.
3. The system sets up a wiki with the question, the text fragments 
and guidelines.
4. The selected peer-students receive an invitation to assist.
5. The questions poser and his peers discuss and phrase an 
answer in the wiki.




Text fragments to help answering the question:
• Latent Semantic Analysis to select the text from the studied 
material
The topic(s) of the question:
• Latent Semantic Analysis to identify the topic(s)
The most suitable peer-learners, a selection based on a 
weighted sum of four criteria:











Validation of the system
Is it possible to determine an appropriate combination of LSA 
parameters to identify topics and text fragments:
• Calibration based on 2 sets of 16 questions (system vs experts)
Selection rules: do they live up to the expectations e.g. 
involvement and workload spread:
• Simulation of a number of situations: questions and students’ status
How will it work in real use a.o. user acceptance & questions 
resolved:
• An experiment with 2 groups of students (2 settings of criteria) 
Results Calibration





















• Learning network with 11 topics; 8 weeks
• 110 students in 2 groups: 78 active (40 : 38)
• Data: loggings; various ratings; questionnaire; expert
• 101 questions
• 82 resolved (10 under discussion; 9 failed so far)
• 3.8 average answer rating (5-point scale)
• 48 students posed; 65 assisted; 69 involved
Experiment data 
Questions per period ( 59 : 42 ) Answer score (average 4.0 : 3.4)
Experiment data 
Questions with 0,1,2 accepts Number of invited students per question




- Partial analysis of the experiment data:
- Involvement: 69 of the 80 active students
- Rating: 61 with a rating of 4 or above
- Usability issues: wiki - visibility
